NATIONAL STUDENTS' PARLIAMENT
Kerala – 2019

Power and Possibilities of Democracy & Politics
23rd, 24th & 25th February, 2019

HIGHLIGHTS
- Participation of 2000 delegates
- Plenary and Regional Sessions
- Paper presentation by renowned personalities

PROGRAMME
Venue - Kerala Legislature Complex,
Thiruvananthapuram

Day 1 - Plenary Topic: Political Unity and the idea of India, followed by three regional sessions

Day 2 - Plenary Topic: Youth and Politics - The Way Ahead followed by three regional sessions

Venue - Nishagandhi, Open air Auditorium

Day 3 - March of Democracy - A procession of over 5000 students, followed by valedictory function & cultural programmes.

Rings of Fire - (23rd & 24th evening)
Informal open air gatherings & discussions of delegates
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